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Dear Readers,
As we head toward the last weeks of winter, we greet dreamy Pisces and savor the
mystical cycle that wraps up the astrological year. While we wait, we visualize future
blossoms, plan the spring garden, order seeds, monitor the landscape’s soil quality and
look for signs of early growth. If you celebrate St. Patrick’s Day, lift your spirit with
lively Irish music and toast dear friends who bless your life. Goal-oriented Pisces finds
creative ways to complete plans. Personal gifts include an aptitude for artistry,
analyzing clues, solving mysteries and an intuitive vibe that shimmers in the pit of the
stomach. Pisces love films and music, collecting their generational favorites. Pisces
are either very silent or very vocal and miss little that occurs around them. Celebrate
your Pisces friends and relatives with a home-cooked meal, ticket to a dramatic movie
or musical show, a celebration at a favorite restaurant, a challenging jigsaw puzzle,
lottery tickets, a gift card to a shoe store or an ice skating venue.

ANNOUNCEMENTS:
Congratulations to RS for winning the January drawing; February’s winner
will be notified on the 29th and will receive a $10 discount toward your next
consultation or report. Those of you who schedule an appointment February 18-March
20 are eligible for a $10 certificate covering appointments booked through March 31.
Ignore the spate of fake phone calls that are from individuals trolling for your personal
information, issuing threats, and attempting other telephone scams. Some will have
captions that make you think you know them. If you don’t recognize a phone number,
don’t answer; a legitimate caller will leave a message. Never give a caller access to a
credit card or bank account when you have not initiated the phone call. Tax scams
flourish now with cons filing in your name and claiming a refund. Use a reputable CPA

and file early but never answer questions over the phone about your finances unless
you make the call to an authentic tax professional. Flag SPAM messages related to
banking and financial institutions and send them to the company’s security
department without opening them. Watch social media outlets. Be sure to report
opportunists to vendors you do business with when they start bombarding you with
mail about winnings, sales, prizes, applications and other goods you know you did not
order. Happy birthday to A, P, M, B, ML and A!
I accept payments for services via PayPal (www.PayPal.com) where you can use
either credit cards or debit cards directly from your checking or savings account at this
secure site. Although you don’t need one to do business with me, I highly recommend
obtaining a PayPal account -- more and more vendors encourage payment through
PayPal. You won’t have to risk giving permission to vendors to keep your card
information on file and can change the payment method to suit your needs. PayPal
notifies me when the funds have been received in my account. My PayPal address is
through alice.deville27@gmail.com. My phone number is 1-813-374-5398.
Thank you for the lovely Valentine greetings and messages you have sent.
DATES TO REMEMBER IN THIS CYCLE:
FEBRUARY 22: George Washington’s Birthday
MARCH 8: Daylight Saving Time Begins; move clocks ahead one hour
MARCH 17: St. Patrick’s Day
MARCH 20: First Day of spring
BIRTHDAY HIGHLIGHTS FOR PISCES
Happy Birthday, Pisces! Your astrological sign has a spiritual connotation -- the Fish
swimming in opposite directions which indicate compassion, imagination and a desire
to understand differences, qualities you cherish as a water sign element. Although
closely affiliated with the 12th House of seclusion, retreat, and regrouping you enjoy
personal freedom and share your generous spirit with loved ones. Behind your soulful
eyes, you have a probing mind and love solving mysteries, embracing romance,
watching crime stories and taking on challenges if you feel passion for the cause. You
either take on too much and don’t want to be realistic when it comes to limiting
activities or go radio silent for days and hang out in your room. Clearing your head
means checking into your personally-created sanctuary to search for the truth or
escape from the scrutiny of nosy bodies. Many Pisces enjoy gambling and love to play
the lottery or slot machines, often coming up with a win, especially if you have a wellplaced Jupiter. Certain Pisces daydream a lot and spend too much time on games,
hobbies or killing time while the other half of you are way too practical to let grass
grow under your feet when you have a timeline to meet. Yours is the last of the
mutable signs of the Zodiac with Neptune as your ruler and the natural occupant of
the 12th House of secrets, planning, behind-the-scenes activity, mysticism, meditation,
confinement, convents, escape, charity, handicaps, hospitals, widows, orphans, secret
enemies, institutions, indirect lighting, loose ends, poetry, and confidential matters. If
you have a 1st House natal Neptune, your Pisces traits accelerate. Spirituality,
discovery, deep space, fame and notoriety may be affecting you now that transiting
Neptune in Pisces occupies the heavens through 2026. Use your ESP especially if
this is the year that Neptune is connecting to your Sun as it will if born March 6-11!
You can knock the fog off your radar screen during this aspect, so pick the best dates
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and clarify priorities because this phase takes an entire year to play out. Your colors
are lime, rose tones, lavender, mauve, purple, sea green, violet and royal hues.
Diverse sources of income are possible via creative ideas that lead to a new beginning.
Look for spring sales to purchase shoes that compliment your spring wardrobe. Pisces
relates to liquids of the earth including oil and gas; aromatherapy, alcohol, medicinal
drugs and illegal drugs, ether, mesmerizing perfumes, as well as the paternal side of
the family. Pisces rising can be flirtatious, charming and kind especially when you stay
calm. This year the Sun enters your sign on February 18 at 11:57 PM EST and leaves on
March 19 at 11:50 PM EDT. Material in the following section may also refer to
individuals with Pisces on the Ascendant.
Mercury is retrograde in Pisces as of February 16 and goes direct on March 9
at 10:49 PM EDT in late Aquarius in your solar 1st House. Mercury resumes its stint in
Pisces on March 16 and stays in your sign until April 17. Be sure to examine important
documents. Don’t start any new projects, especially on the station dates listed here,
but do work on any you already have in the pipeline. Check your natal chart for the
exact location of this long run of Mercury in Pisces. Venus starts out in fast-moving
Aries and moves to affectionate Taurus on March 5th during the Pisces cycle. You
may have to curb your impulses to spend on a whim and instead give serious thought
to budget plans, especially if entertainment and gambling have been on your mind.
Lend an ear to those with serious problems or volunteer your time with a charity or
humanitarian cause. Enjoy friendly people and pamper others who show their love for
you. Cherish your birthday and other meaningful celebrations. Mars is in compatible
Capricorn for the entire Pisces segment of your birthday year and travels through your
solar 11th house of friendships, goals, dreams, groups and plans. Take an interest in
joining a club or organization whose values are meaningful and consider playing a
leading role in the operation. Make a cherished wish come true. Jupiter, Pluto and
Saturn are in this house all year. Expect unusual behavior and outcomes in your circle.
Jupiter is in power-minded Capricorn through December 19 in your solar 11th
House of clubs, groups, professional organizations, responsibility, status and
family. Be sure to watch for openings in desirable firms if you are looking for a new
job. Responsibility increases for many Pisces who look for new challenges or have
unfolding scenarios that call for your personal assistance. Bonuses, raises, awards and
other windfalls are possible, too. On December 3, Jupiter moved to Capricorn and
your solar 11th House which has several key occupants – Saturn and Pluto in Capricorn
as well as the strong eclipses in Capricorn that affect your solar opposite House, the
5th that holds Cancer. Talk about gaining momentum and being in high focus – watch
this house or wherever Jupiter transits in your natal chart. Expect Jupiter to introduce
you to solid choices, fruitful enterprises and emerging success cycles. Saturn is in
Capricorn through the end of December before moving to Aquarius for a 2-1/2 year
stint in your 12th House during your 2020 birthday cycle. The planet of restriction
occupies your solar 11th House of organizations, groups, clubs, associations,
friendships, goals, wishes, altruism, humanitarian efforts and leadership
opportunities. Monitor this section of your chart carefully, especially if you have
planets in this house. A recurring theme might include examining the status of
relationships focusing on friends, groups and organizations. Take stock of connections
as you review your goals and plans. Which work well and which ones need to go?
Eliminate conditions that drain your energy. Those most affected by this transit are
Pisces born March 12-19. During a brief teaser period when Saturn moves to early
Aquarius from March 22-July 1, those of you born February 18-20 feel the effect in
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your solar 12th House of what may be brewing behind the scenes and ready for action
in 2021. Look at the financial stability of your workplace, employer and your goals for
clues. How are you enjoying more responsibility? You may be asked to make decisions
in the coming year about the status quo. Demanding Saturn puts limitations on
important matters and shows you the way to regroup. Make vital contributions and
recognition comes your way. Check equipment. Saturn in Capricorn usually works well
with Pisces. Uranus is going full steam ahead in compatible Taurus all year and
occupies your solar 3rd House of communications, messages, personal and business
talks, transportation and all forms of technical instruments – phones, tablets,
servers and mechanisms for increasing transmission speed. Find the best tools
available and engage in quality communication. During this cycle, those of you born
February 21-March 1 will experience the most action. People and conditions in high
focus include your neighbors, siblings, cousins, community, Electronic equipment,
daily routine and transportation. With Uranus moving to a mental house, you have
much to think about and process. Education about new subjects may be part of the
cycle. Many of you have to crack the hard shell of protection you placed around
yourself and allow fixed ideas to shift as you see people and conditions, including
yourself, as they really are. For some of you commuting patterns change and your
community may be expanding or altering routes in your neighborhood. Life conditions
change with little or no warning. Enroll in classes, study a language, learn computer
applications or gain insight into health care. The key to success is staying healthy. The
third house relates to mental capacity. Since Uranus goes retrograde for a long period
of time each year, expect to find some frenetic energy from August 15 through
January 14, 2021. Pisces, your birthday year plays host to your signature planet,
Neptune in the 17th-20th degrees of Pisces from February 18, 2020-February 18,
2021 in your solar 1st House of creativity, action, passion, independence,
innovation, new beginnings, personal appearance and preferences, and
assertiveness. Those of you born March 6-11 may find yourself responding to changing
circumstances in your personal or work life. These shifts may occur on both the
conscious and subconscious level that involve you or others of importance. Be sure you
have all the facts and get yourself focused on what is real. Work on plans for
improving your health, wealth, goals and dreams. Release stuck patterns and you may
more easily find friends or romance. Out with the ruts. Welcome your birthday year
with optimism and celebrate enthusiastically by sharing your light and a generous
spirit with others. Stay clear of the Neptune fog as a means of escaping from reality
via excessive opinions and stubborn behavior, addictions, drinking, the wrong meds or
treatments. Neutralize negative news via Internet and excessive TV, gambling or
daydreaming. Develop goals for a balanced life. Be open to joy. Avoid toxic air and
toxic people. Embrace your psychic gifts and study metaphysics. Pluto in Capricorn in
your solar 11th House makes a positive astrological connection to your Sun Sign
especially for those born March 12-16 and focuses on connections, friendships,
associations, groups, organizations and goals. Existing friendships undergo change
because Pluto stages an intervention when you are stuck and helps you find more
compatible relationships with individuals and groups that share meaningful goals
and dreams. New associations seem inevitable. Saturn is moving through this house
as well, so you will be made aware of any situation you are resisting that needs a
change. Let’s face it, your inclination is to tough it out or pretend it is nothing rather
than face it head on and agree that conditions aren’t working. Resistance works for
only so long and then you simply have to take off the dirty or rose-colored glasses and
take a hard look at what you are putting yourself through. You may find a vast
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improvement in the quality of relationships. Some of you have jobs that require you to
audit circumstances, uncover secrets, fiscal improprieties or identify information that
is partly missing and impedes your work. Workplace procedures undergo changes
starting with the boss and shift the status quo which has been in a state of flux for a
few years. Use your intuitive gifts to solve problems and assimilate full disclosure.
Your insight may influence productivity in the work environment and compliment your
personal goals. Remember that Saturn, Jupiter and another eclipse fall in this house in
2020. Show a commitment to adapting to changing circumstances that allow you to
schedule quality time with friends and esteemed contacts.
Eclipse activity makes a strong statement in your life this year with 6 eclipses
affecting your chart and a 7th that occurred on December 26 in Capricorn in aspect
until June 21 in your solar 11th House of plans and goals. An eclipse here sheds light on
associations, friendships and cherished desires. Hop to it – opportunity awaits you!
Eclipses make strong statements related to powerful opportunities for growth. Pay
attention to the natal houses they occupy. The first lunar eclipse of 2020 occurred
in Cancer on January 10 in your solar 5th House of romance, social life, children,
recreation, gambling, sports, vacations and pleasure trips, movies or other forms
of entertainment at 20 degrees. The presence of this eclipse harmonizes with your
sun sign and can bring you big wins if you take risks, make investments, play the
lottery or engage in sports. It can bring you an active social life, fun vacations, good
times with your children and a romance if you are single, even spice up an existing
one. The second lunar eclipse of 2020 occurs in Sagittarius at 15°i 34’on June 5,
in your solar 10th House which relates to career, authority figures, ambition,
responsibilities and status changes. You may either soar to the top in your chosen
career field or decide to pack it in and retire or possibly switch careers. Some of you
have duties to actions connected with parents or your household coming up. At work
you will undoubtedly see an increase in responsibility or hire more staff if you are in
charge. Skip ahead to June 21 and you’ll experience 2020’s first solar eclipse in
Cancer at the World Point number 0°d 21’ on the summer solstice in your solar 5th
House of romance, social life, children, recreation, gambling, sports, vacations and
pleasure trips, movies or other forms of entertainment. This eclipse is the last in
Cancer for the cycle. Here you’re asked to balance your life with fun and games and
lively parties with favorite people, romantic partners, children and students. Step up
your game in recreation, sports and travel venues. Enjoy the various entertainment
options such as arts, film, dance, theater and music. Get in touch with your feelings.
Pisces born February 18-20 feel this one the most. Two weeks later, the last
Capricorn eclipse, a lunar one, occurs in this series with impact lasting the rest of
the year in your solar 11th House of groups, friendships, organizations and their
assets, hopes, wishes, dreams, plans and professional interests. Take a look at
associations, people and conditions that upset you. Where in your life do you run into
situations that involve memberships, leadership and philosophies that drive your
perspective? How big an impact do they have on your life? Is there a conflict? If you
want to succeed, drop the fear that keeps you in a holding pattern and move on to
more compatible associations. With a pile of planets and eclipses in the house ruled by
Capricorn this year, look for refreshing options to keep you engaged in what you most
desire. The third Full Moon Eclipse of 2020 falls on November 30th at 8 degrees of
Gemini in your solar 4th House of home, family, foundations, base of operation,
physical surroundings and parents. This house becomes a focal point of activity for
you through 2021, so get ready for changes on the domestic front. People come and go
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in your household, you may take on remodeling projects or visits from relatives
escalate. You encourage others to heal, gain confidence and improve their life. You
may engage in home studies or add new pastimes or hobbies. Be selective about home
improvement projects and make sure you manage them carefully. Creativity brings you
satisfaction, and so does buying a new pair of shoes. Be witty! The final solar eclipse
of 2020 is a New Moon that falls in Sagittarius on December 14 once again in your
solar 10th House of career. Activity associated with this eclipse culminated in June
and should be ready to process. Much of what we covered in the June lunar eclipse
applies. The promotion comes through, you win a new position, your team excels and
brings recognition for your team efforts. Or you are ready to sign those retirement
papers and walk away happy with the knowledge that you did a great job at the
workplace. Or, why not win the lottery? Start a list of how you want to spend leisure
time on favorite interests, especially after your 2021 birthday. Remember if an
eclipse falls on your birthday it takes on higher importance; the same is true if the
eclipse falls directly on one of your natal planets or a sensitive chart point or
opposes one of them. If you are a Pisces and have Cancer, Capricorn, Gemini or
Sagittarius planets or an Ascendant in those signs, these eclipses are incredibly
meaningful. Enjoy your creative ventures and savor the success. The Law of
Abundance floods your world with special wishes to enjoy the best birthday ever!
Peace and blessings.
Famous Pisces include: George Washington, Benicio Del Toro, Dakota Fanning,
Smokey Robinson, Cindy Crawford, Ivana Trump, Emily Blunt, Jennifer Love Hewitt,
Drew Barrymore, Nancy O’Dell, Alan Rickman, Ted Kennedy, Peter Fonda, Billy Zane,
Abe Vigoda, Dominic Chianese, Steve Jobs, George Harrison, Paula Zahn, James
Farentino, Johnny Cash, Barry Bostwick, Chelsea Clinton, Edward James Olmos,
Elizabeth Taylor, Bernadette Peters, Harry Belafonte, Justin Bieber, Ron Howard, Jon
Bon Jovi, Daniel Craig, Jessica Biel, Kevin Connolly, Shaquille O’Neal, Daniel Craig,
Kathy Ireland, Tyler Florence, Anna Magnani, David Faustino, Julie Bowen, Maurice
Bernard, Miranda Richardson, Patrick Duffy, Mitt Romney, Matthew St. Patrick, Jackie
Joyner-Kersee, Emmanuel Lewis, Juliette Binoche, Michael Eisner, D.L. Hughley,
Albert Einstein, Freddie Prinze, Jr., Chuck Norris, Shannon Miller, Rupert Murdoch,
Sam Donaldson, James Taylor, Liza Minnelli, Dana Delaney, William H. Macy, Billy
Crystal, Michael Caine, Rob Lowe, Edgar Cayce, Gary Sinese, Mia Hamm, Lesley-Anne
Down, Eva Longoria, Mark McGrath, Kurt Russell, Nat “King” Cole, Rob Lowe, Queen
Latifah, Lauren Graham, J.Z. Knight, Bruce Willis, Glenn Close, Spike Lee, and Holly
Hunter.
PLANETS’ POSITIONS FEBRUARY 18 – MARCH 20
Mercury is retrograde in Pisces during this period, slipping briefly into late
Aquarius and moving direct again on March 9th at 29 degrees of Aquarius, and back
into Pisces on March 16. Although the retrograde ends on March 9 @ 11:49 PM EST it
does not leave Pisces until April 11 well into the Aries sign. This cycle means that you
will have to be alert about starting new initiatives and signing important documents to
avoid complications. Look them over carefully and proofread everything. Examine
projects, contracts and deeds. Don’t start any new initiatives, especially on the
station dates listed here. Do use time productively to clean out closets, file or shred
accumulating material, work on already started projects and research key information
to put into action later. Notice how clarity of thought bounces back in routine
discussions or your approach to solving problems. The eclipse of January 10 and the
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Jupiter-Saturn conjunction in Capricorn continue to dominate the astrological and
global communities for the first half of 2020 and the momentum continues with 5
more eclipses making news in June, July, November and December in Sagittarius,
Cancer, Capricorn and Gemini. Aside from these signs, other signs most affected by
this year’s eclipses are Aries, Virgo, Libra, Aquarius and Pisces who feel the effects.
Venus wraps up in Aries on March 5th and travels through Taurus for the rest of the
cycle, an indicator that warmer weather and a thaw lie ahead, possibly including wet
snow depending on the climate in your area as spring begins. Social life picks up with
invitations for fine dining, sports events, musical offerings and home-cooked meals.
Check insurance policies. Mars is in compatible Capricorn throughout the Pisces
cycle and focuses on matters related to stability, organizational acumen, financial
solvency, ambition and the promotion of effective teamwork. On a personal level,
you could feel compelled to look at the tax structure if born a Taurus, Cancer, Virgo,
or Libra or have planets in these signs. Sudden attraction in unexpected settings may
rock your world or put fun back into your life. Accept invitations that come your way.
Enjoy these new connections. Jupiter travels through Capricorn and most affects
Capricorns born January 7-14 during this month. Jupiter creates challenges for
Aries, Cancer, or Libra with planets at 17-22 degrees of their signs. Earth signs Taurus
and Virgo and water signs Scorpio and Pisces with planets at these degrees fare well
and assimilate the progress that occurs for initiatives that have been on hold. Polish
written documents or presentation materials during this cycle. Emerging opportunities
promise a successful future; engage in diplomacy. Saturn in Capricorn most affects
those born January 16-20 this month and reminds you to examine professional
relationships, family matters, legal documents, contracts and work projects related to
your home or business. Build better relationships with colleagues, teammates and
friends. Health checkups are important for many Capricorns, especially those born
around these dates or with planets at 26-30 degrees of Capricorn. The same is true of
the other cardinal signs Aries, Cancer and Libra, born with planets at these degrees of
your sign. Seek medical attention if you have been feeling low on energy, seeking help
from competent medical professionals. Pisces, Scorpio, Virgo and Taurus benefit from
favorable aspects that allow you to examine priorities, tweak goals or expand plans.
Hold off putting them in motion until after March 21. Uranus, the planet of the
unexpected has been fully integrated into its 7-year journey through Taurus now
affecting the lives of Taurus born April 23-25 and bringing new challenges your
way. Although contradictory to its nature, Uranus longs for security in the
conservative sign, Taurus. You’ll sit up and take notice when unfolding conditions
appear out of the blue that rock your world. You will be aware of Uranus’s presence
with planets at 3-4 degrees of Taurus, Leo, Scorpio or Aquarius. Those born with
planets at these degrees in the signs, Virgo, Capricorn, Cancer and Pisces undergo
surprises, unexpected gifts, windfalls and benefits. Although unusual amounts of
intensity, shock and high drama may be in the works for the fixed signs, the events
depend on the number of planets affected in individual charts. The cosmic saying
“your life can change in a day” comes to mind as you witness truth and revelation
through new eyes as many of you have noticed. Taurus, you are in the spotlight and
will enjoy Uranus’ presence for 6 more years while the Uranus conjunction to your Sun
plays out. Take charge of your life and welcome the unfolding opportunities as you
accept your power and go after cherished initiatives. Embrace new directions.
Neptune in Pisces is currently influencing Pisces born March 6-9 as well as Cancers
and Scorpios born around 17-18 degrees of their signs or with other planets at
these degrees. Let those strong intuitive vibes help you to experience your inner
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power, insight and sense of self-discovery. While you still have debris to clear away,
you’ll discover that you really get the message as one ping after another brings an
“ah-ha” moment your way. Discover the hidden meaning in messages. Certain signs
like Gemini, Virgo and Sagittarius with planets at these degrees may be struggling with
faulty thinking patterns about life or associations with others that they’re working
through, so they may truly understand different points of view. Pisces is a veritable
water works, so if you have multiple hits on these degrees, you may be experiencing
emotional shock, plumbing problems, floods, crying jags or mental fatigue. Take a
break, schedule a vacation near the water or find healing professionals that help
restore your health and tone down anxiety. For eligible Pisces, a new romance is yours
if you step out of your comfort zone and into the world. Seek out venues that allow
you to participate in stimulating discussions with an intelligent perspective that could
help you change your mind about subject matter that used to limit your participation
and understanding. Pluto in Capricorn all month interacts with Cardinal sign people
born at 24 degrees of your sign: Capricorn, Aries, Cancer or Libra; it may also
affect your Ascendant or other planets at those degrees. Pisces and Scorpio
benefit, too. Examine your natal chart. Where does your natal Pluto reside and where
is transiting Pluto located now? Look there for clues that call for transformation and
purging of stuck conditions or ideas. Pluto and Mars are together in a conjunction this
month that stimulates revelations about relationships that need work. On a global and
government level, anger among leaders flares as key individuals feel the anger and
impact of decisions that weaken the confidence of constituents. Damaging policies and
coverups of the truth lead the campaign discussions in the election year with hard
demands to restore balance. Inaccuracies rankle voters and so does fear of losing
important benefits. Seek the truth and vote for integrity and justice. Since Pluto
represents catharsis, advisors, consultants and therapists will be busy while Mars,
Jupiter, Saturn and current eclipse power exposes the flaws in objectivity. Those who
seek career, financial or personal advice gain insight regarding next steps and obtain
tools to plan accordingly. If you were born with Chiron in Aries check the house
where it resides because you’re having a Chiron return at 3-4 degrees of Aries. The
Wounded Healer in Aries heightens the awareness of those born March 22-25 related to
issues involving family, health, workplace, home and environmental quality. You may
deal with information regarding long-held secrets, financial activity, or distorted
facts, so seek solutions. Assess the conditions before taking drastic actions and share
details cautiously. I recommend keep Bach remedies on hand to address emotional
angst. A few drops of Rescue Remedy bring relief when processing grief and those with
Aries planets benefit from using Impatiens if you react verbally with sudden sharp
comments or are quick to spill the beans. Find ways to laugh at life and nurture your
soul with joy.
LUNAR/SOLAR CYCLES
February 18: Sun Enters Pisces 11:58 PM EST
February 23: New Moon in Pisces, 10:32 AM EDT, 4°l 28’
March 9: Full Moon in Virgo, 1:48 PM EDT 19°f 37’
March 19: Sun enters Aries a, 10:50 PM EDT, Spring Equinox
PEOPLE, PLACES AND TOPICS IN THE NEWS
Many readers long for the healing balm of compassion and a harmonious path to unite
our Nation featuring complimentary and uplifting dialog with citizens, respect for
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people and past leaders who truly made worthwhile contributions, and trust that truth
emerges and can make a difference in the world. The Pisces period moves into deep,
spiritual waters and allows us to reflect on what we hold dear and how we can
contribute to a better quality of life. Here are a few topics that readers addressed in
the mail this past month.
Kobe Bryant and daughter Gianna Bryant: The tragic deaths of the Bryants and
others affiliated with Gianna’s basketball team at Mamba Sports Academy occurred in
a helicopter crash related to foggy weather conditions on the morning of January 26 in
Calabasas, CA. Kobe, formerly a star of the LA Lakers, was scheduled to coach his
daughter’s team. Kobe is a late-born Leo, August 23 and Gianna is a Taurus born May
1. Transiting Uranus in Taurus was on Kobe’s Taurus Moon in hard aspect to progressed
Jupiter in Leo. Gianna’s chart shows Uranus moving through her solar 12th House and in
hard aspect to her natal Saturn in Leo (father). Father and daughter had a very close
bond. Uranus, the planet of sudden events, is often affiliated with crashes. Neptune,
which makes a bold statement in Gianna’s chart on natal Uranus in Pisces, is affiliated
with fog, and transiting Neptune was making a hard aspect to transiting Mars in
Sagittarius (accidents, crashes) at the time of their deaths. May these beautiful souls
rest in peace.
Michael Bloomberg: In November Michael Bloomberg, American businessman, former
New York City Mayor, and politician announced his candidacy for the 2020 presidential
election. Bloomberg is an Aquarius born February 14 with a stellium of planets in
Aquarius: Venus, Moon, Mercury, Ceres and the Sun in harmonious aspect to Lilith and
Jupiter in Gemini and a number of Taurus planets (Mars, Saturn and Uranus), in
challenging aspect to his air placements, and Juno in Scorpio in hard aspect to his Sun.
And yes, his Sun is on the U.S. Moon, a strong connection to the Nation’s chart.
Opposing his Aquarius placements are Pluto and Chiron in Leo, so this prominent
candidate has a grand square in fixed signs giving him resilience, determination and
fearless approaches in strategic action, along with scathing criticism from those who
disagree with his ideas. His chart is reflective of amassing self-made wealth and using
it for causes important to him, also having a blind side to information that means little
to him. He has a perfect trine between Natal Neptune in Virgo and Pallas in Capricorn,
often the signature of a change agent. This year’s birthday brought him an abundance
of planets in his solar 11th House, attuned to carefully planning next moves and ad
campaigns. How did he do in the February 19 Democrat debate? Most observers said he
bombed. Will he be on the ballot in November? Eclipses in Capricorn, Cancer and
Sagittarius may hold clues. Keep watching.
The 2020 Oscar Awards aired on February 9th and validated many of the performance
winners from awards’ broadcast earlier in this season. Here are the actors that made
it 4 for 4 in winning coveted awards: Joaquin Phoenix, Scorpio, who won best male
actor for “Joker,” a film that won considerable acclaim from the critics; Aquarius
Laura Dern won Best Supporting Actress in “Marriage Story”; Sagittarius Brad Pitt
took home Best Supporting Actor awards for “Once Upon A Time in Hollywood”;
and Renee Zellweger, Taurus, took home Best Actress Award for the all 4
ceremonies for “Judy.” Best Picture went to “Parasite,” a film about class warfare
that took the Best Foreign Picture Award, Best International Feature Film, Best
Original Screenplay as well as the best picture award, a first win by a foreign film for
Best Picture of the year. Over the years on 11 foreign language films have been
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nominated for best picture and none won until this year. Parasite’s director is Bong
Joon Ho, A Virgo born in Daegu, South Korea who won the Best Director award this
year. Congratulations to all.
READERS CORNER
I received numerous messages from readers responding to last month’s question
related to attitudes toward prosperity and ways of increasing earning power. Writers
were very complimentary about the information, asked for more on barriers to success
and indicated they would pass the material on to co-workers, subordinates and others
who are in similar situations. I received a number of general questions. In the event
you have the same interests, here is this month’s pick.
Q I am a Pisces born March 9 and after reading about Neptune in your
newsletter I want to know what you see related to how Neptune in Pisces is hitting my
chart now? Will I get out of the confusion and tiredness I have been feeling lately? Mixups and stressful situations have been occurring with communication and with
interactions in relationships with friends and relatives. How much longer will this go
on? Thank you for your insight.
A. What a fit your question has to current planetary transits in the heavens as
your birthday approaches with Neptune transiting the 17th-18th degree during this
period. These are the degrees of your Sun and Ascendant based on your time of birth
making you a double Pisces with both the Sun and your Ascendant in that sign, as well
as natal Mercury in an earlier degree. No wonder you are feeling tired and confused
over a pileup of situations and interactions with others that leave you exhausted.
When Neptune visits your 1st House or is placed there natally, tiredness and exhaustion
often surface, especially if you are not handling mental stress properly or have
another medical condition to contend with such as anemia, iron deficiency, diabetes,
kidney or heart problems that affect circulation of the blood, and blood disorders.
Some of the tiredness can be associated with the food you eat. If you have not had a
recent checkup, it might be a good time to schedule one to prevent escalation of
conditions. Your physician will no doubt order appropriate tests. Simultaneously, you
have Mars, Saturn, Uranus and Neptune in Capricorn, all of which have had challenging
visits from the Capricorn-Cancer series of eclipses in the last few years in your natal
11th and 5th Houses, areas that address relationships of all types. You had a Saturn
return and Pluto is in residence as well, reminding you to eliminate baggage. This is
your clearing out year; the Neptune aspect will be gone in January 2021, and the
intense Capricorn eclipses will fade by the end of November when the cycle of GeminiSagittarius eclipses brings a new dynamic. Everyone experiences the effects of
planetary transits in different degrees. You feel bombarded when you have several
planets in the same sign and a number of transiting planets, especially the outer ones
come calling on your planets’ degrees. It seems like there is little letup. Remember
though, after the square (pushing hard) comes the trine, a breather of positive energy.
When planets transit your 1st House, the energy is intense. Know that you are not the
only one dealing with aspects influenced by critical transiting planets. Thank you for
writing. Relief is on the way.
Thank you to all who sent in questions and comments about last month’s
newsletter. I’m glad you enjoyed the Aquarius issue and appreciate your feedback.
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QUOTE OF THE MONTH: “Things may come to those who wait, but only the
things left by those who hustle.” …... Abraham Lincoln
OFFICE HOURS






Monday, Wednesday and Friday: 11 am–6 pm.
Tuesday: 12-6 pm.
Thursday: 1-6 pm.
Saturday: 11 am-4 pm.
All other hours by special arrangement. No Sunday hours.

Information about the sign of the month is general and based on solar charts
that may not address the actual activity in your natal chart. If this is your birthday
month or if you are interested in learning more about how the current cycles affect
you, call me to schedule an appointment for a personal consultation or a coaching
session. Refer a friend who could use a new perspective and receive a $15 discount
toward your next consultation. I look forward to hearing from you.

CCeelleebbrraattee SSpprriinngg!!
Alice
Alice DeVille
Consulting Services
Office: (813) 374-5398
Follow me on Twitter@AstroOnDemand for astrological tweets.
Website: www.astrologyondemand.com
NOTE: I continuously update both online and postal mailing lists. If you have moved in
the past six months, please send your current address. To be removed from this
mailing list or to make a mailing address change, send a message to
DeVilleAA@aol.com. Many thanks.
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